[The analysis of the test results in HIV screening laboratory of Beijing Friendship Hospital in 2008].
According to test results of the Hospital of AIDS screening laboratory in 2008, after counting analysis to assess the prevalence of AIDS, we can early detect positive cases in the future and effectively control the spread of AIDS. All serum samples were screened by ELISA method and we reexaminated the samples by PA. As long as one result is positive by the two methods, then we sent the positive samples to Beijing Center for Disease Control and Prevention by Western Blot method to confirm the result. A total of 21 467 samples were detected and 29 (13.5% 0) were positive screening results. We confirm there were 7 (24.1%) positive samples and 12 (41.4%) suspected samples. We researched the epidemiology of the specimens by its source and age and sex. Application of ELISA method for HIV screening test has a practical significance, it is accurate and fit to record the results of the screening test for AIDS.